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Abstract

After a period of fast urban growth, which started in the 1960s, urban development in Korea slowed down since

2008 as housing units supply exceeded the number of households. Some areas now undergo intensive

redevelopments while other experience deterioration. In order to facilitate sustainable urban redevelopment,

related policies need to address aspects of the New Urban Agenda. This research investigates the different urban

development and redevelopment policies in the city of Daegu. The research findings are compared with current

redevelopment policies and result in recommendations for the evolution of policies towards increased integration of

sustainability.

Introduction

Results and discussion

3.1. Land development

After coming to a halt in 2009, Housing Land Development in Daegu started again in 2014, though at a more

moderate pace (Figure 1). Later urban developments were located further away from the city center. The

constructions were realized either as large independent new towns or as extension of already built up areas

(Figure 2). Further developments are still in planning but take the form of smaller infill in between already

developed areas.

3.2. Urban demolition and redevelopment

The planned maintenance project areas in Daegu for 2013-2020 account for over 10 square kilometers. The areas

are quite evenly distributed around the ‘old city’, with higher concentration in the West and South (Figure 3).

Maintenance projects constitute a drastic and somehow efficient answer to the depopulation that characterized the

concerned city areas [12]. However, as of Oct. 2019, more than half of the maintenance projects area in Daegu

remained pending [14].

3.3. Current housing development trend

According to the data analysis (Table 1), a total number of 95,562 housing units, equivalent to 10% of the city’s

existing housing stock, are currently in project. Redevelopment accounts for 80% of all the projects surface, only

20% of the area is realized in form of greenfield developments. Projects take the form of vertical super blocks with

an average plot area of 26.000m2 and 28 floors. Floor Area Ratios (FAR) are in the range of 250 to 290%,

consistent with the zoning maximum allowances. The effective increase in urban density compared with the area

before redevelopment is hard to indicate due to a lack of available data. Available information on maintenance

projects shows an increase of 158 to 272% in the number of housing units. This densification is even more acute in

the case of mix developments (Korean: chusangbokhab) that exceed 700% FAR and 45 floors on average in

central business zones, and account for 15% of the building surface in project.

Figure 1: Surface of Housing Land supply over 

time in Daegu (data: kosis.kr)
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Large development and redevelopment projects competing with careful urban regeneration are still widely

implemented in Daegu. Such “vertical accumulation” [18, p50 par.3] in a context of stagnation causes a daring

threat to the livability and operability of existing inner city districts. Population and investment are concentrated in

limited project areas while wide span of the city remain neglected.

Sustainable Urban regeneration should be carried in a holistic manner, in coherence with urban development and

redevelopment projects [8]. Therefore, densification based urban redevelopment practices in Daegu need to be

revised.
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The nationwide rush for housing provision that characterized Korea’s fast development [1] has ended since the

beginning of the second millennium. In many cities, including Daegu, the population is stagnating or shrinking [2].

Urban regeneration is becoming the main paradigm of urban policies. Yet, such policies face many difficulties and

conflicts of interest, as large high yield developments are still the main the interest of many actors [2][3][4].

General urban decline is caused by global and regional socio-economic factors such as de-industrialization or

demographic transition. Localized urban decay, induced by phenomena such as suburbanization or inadequate

regulations, is more directly linked to planning and policy. In the case of Korean cities such as Daegu, decay is

concentrated in the inner city area, called the ‘old city’ (Korean: kudoshi), characterized by low rise intricate urban

fabric issued from natural growth and 1970-80s land readjustment process [9].

This research aims to assess the potential for careful urban regeneration of Daegu’s ‘old city’ by analyzing the two

phenomenon that compete against it: suburbanization induced by greenfield developments (i), and unbalanced

redevelopment through opportunistic land clearance (ii).
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Figure 2: Location of Housing Land 

Development over time in Daegu (data: 

jigu.go.kr)

Figure 3: Map of maintenance 

project area in Daegu according to 

the 2013-20 plan [15] and the 

maintenance project status [14].

Table 1: Characteristic of housing 

project currently implemented in 

Daegu (data: Daegu city, Nov. 

2019[13]) *this data was only 

retrieve in 60% of the case using  

project notice on luris.com


